
Climate Smart Task Force Meeting Minutes - 12/08/20 
 
Clean Energy Communities (CEC) Program 
Presented to us by Anilla Cherian  
acherian@hudsonvalleyrc.org  
 
Anilla is a CEC (NYSERDA program) coordinator but has been in our position as a village 
volunteer on Dobbs Ferry’s climate smart task force committee.  
 
Climate Smart Communities don’t have grant funding currently  
CECs do - NYSERDA is going to launch a new grant cycle but nobody knows when. The whole 
state will know at the same time.  
 
**Below are the meeting slides and important notes from the presentation. At the bottom of the 
document, please see the takeaways and next steps.** 
 
MEETING MINUTES AND SLIDES 

 
Consultants are provided for free to guide municipalities through actions. Climate Smart 
Communities don’t have this.  
 
Clean Energy Coordinators - there are 2 in the mid-hudson region. Anilla would be ours.  
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Putnam Valley is moving very aggressively toward this by the fact that we have a climate smart 
task force  
Municipalities need to move toward the above goals by the designated years  
 

 



 
Portal for CEC is different than the CSC portal  
 
Need to make sure you’re current  
 

 
The above are CEC high impact actions. They are community campaigns we can complete and 
document to get CEC recognition and use for CSC points as well  



Energize New York Finance will be replaced. These actions might look different when we get 
the new grant cycle. It will still be an aggregate of about 10.  
 
Some CSE portal actions get retired, so communities that completed actions can have those 
actions retire and no longer receive credit for them. (so like us, we adopted a climate pledge 
and created a CSTF. Those would eventually expire as points counted toward our community)  
They don’t expire with CECs. 
 
Some examples: 
 

 



 
Anilla gave Ralph a list of the low hanging fruit that we could definitely adopt. One of them is the 
above, Unified Solar Permit.  
 
Out of the 10 high impact action items, we can pick any 4. The really easy one is energy code 
enforcement training, which is training for energy code officials.  
 

 



This has been adopted by the city of Beacon, by Hastings-on-Hudson, and by Dobbs Ferry so 
far. It’s being presented to more towns. It’s an energy code that allows towns to save money in 
the long run. Anilla is in direct contact with the team that provides code enforcement training so 
they will do a presentation that explains why adopting a stronger code is more efficient and cost 
saving. Anilla is happy to put us in touch with NYSERDA experts.  
 
There are 43 designated CECs. Once we have completed 4 tasks we can receive this 
designation. 2 or less high impact action items gets your municipality a participating CEC title  
 
Snapshot of our county:  

 
Things to consider:  
Benchmarking our buildings.  
What kind of climate action plan have we adopted? Do we have a natural resource inventory? 
What kind of benchmarking have we done?  
 
When NYSERTA approves our documentation, we just need to upload the CEC email to the 
CSC portal. This is how some communities automatically get to Bronze in CSC. This is helpful 
information for us as we don’t have to double up on work and documentation. CEC and CSC 
work together well! The benefit of CEC is that there will also be grant money in this.  
 



once we are designated CEC, we can earn grant money. We can also get CSC points with CEC 
tasks.  
 
This is really a documentation and portal related engagement. Someone needs to be organizing 
and uploading documentation. 

 
Anilla’s suggestion is engaging CEC because we can benefit from grant money when the next 
grant cycle is announced. Ralph will be our chair as he is for the CSC as well.  
 
We need to discuss what actions have been completed, what our municipality has interest in 
completing, and get the documentation on it.  
 



Further discussion and next steps:  
● Sustainable Putnam - recently launched a clean heating and cooling 

campaign/initiative. It was launched a few weeks ago. Anilla will put us in touch with their 
point person so we can figure out how it would work in Putnam Valley.  

○ The way it worked in Dobbs Ferry was that they did a community campaign with 
Sustainable Westchester. An informational and educational outreach campaign 
was run.  

○ Action item: touch base with Sustainable Putnam to get this campaign in our 
town  

● The town board is currently reviewing the community choice aggregation ordinance, we 
are also working on a solar ordinance draft 

○ CCA status for PV - January 6th we are supposed to adopt the enabling law. 
There will be a public hearing, and then hopefully right after the board will adopt 
it. Then we can select an administrator as CCA for that time. We’ve been 
speaking with Jeff Domanski - think that we will continue with him and his 
program.  

○ If we need technical guidance on the model solar law, Anilla can help us get in 
touch with contacts who can help with that  

■ We are pretty far along on the draft of the model solar law  
■ Energy Code Enforcement - our building supervisor (Rich Quaglietta) has 

likely done it so we just need to upload the certification that he has done it 
if this is the case. Ralph can get this certification record from him and we 
can submit it.  

● Action item: Bruce will talk to Rich about this tomorrow  
● Action Item: Ralph will  track down whether or not we have converted to LED streetlights  
● Action Item: Trying to follow up with the library about the charging station and other 

clean energy  
 
 
 
So ideally we have 4 high impact actions that we can provide documentation for shortly on the 
CEC portal. Let’s work on these ASAP so we can be first in line for grant money when it’s out.  
 

● Benchmarking - Anilla recommends we try to accomplish this as well. It is also a 
template based resolution. Ralph has the resolution from a CEC leader so we can follow 
theirs.  

○ Sherry might be able to get the utility bills and Ina can look at the spreadsheet so 
we can work toward this goal  

● Here is the NYSERDA website: 
○ https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/all-programs/programs/clean-energy-communities 
○ There is a 2 page certification form, Ralph just needs to track down who did it  
○ https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/Clean-Energy-Communities/

Action-Items we can look at the Benchmarking information here  
 

https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/all-programs/programs/clean-energy-communities
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/Clean-Energy-Communities/Action-Items
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/Clean-Energy-Communities/Action-Items


 
Our goal is to try and be a Designated Clean Energy Community by working at these “low 
hanging fruit” High Impact goals that we can easily achieve with things the town has already 
accomplished. We are competing with a lot of municipalities for grant money, but what puts us 
at a good position is that there is only one designated CEC in our community. You don’t need to 
be a CSC to get grant money, they are not codependent.  

● New York State’s CLCPA Act is one of the most ambitious in the world. Taking action as 
a CSC and CEC will help us reach these target numbers easier with grant money, etc. 

 
○ The conversation in our community needs to happen on these issues. These 

goals above are going to be the lay of the land and the farther ahead we get now 
the easier, cheaper, and environmentally better it will be for our town  

○ There could be more grant money coming with a new administration in the 
pipeline for the country, but we know that NYSERDA has grant money coming 
down the line for new CSCs. This can help us tremendously as a town with a 
tight budget and conservative voters who want to stimulate the economy  

● New York Stretch will have dedicated training for code officials as well.  
● These are not high impact items but we should keep in mind that the more energy 

efficiency code we get the better it is, especially as we work toward the  
● We can get grant money for energy updates in municipal buildings. There will be more 

small grants this grant cycle than last cycle which had fewer and larger grants  
 
 
Action items:  

● Ralph will send Bruce the model solar energy law to see if they intersect 
● Find out if Rich did the energy code enforcement training and if so, if he has a certificate. 

If not, we will line him up to do the next one when it comes down.  
○ Bruce has to see Rich Quaglietta at 9am tomorrow, so he will mention the Code 

Enforcement training as well as the LED lights and tell him to get in touch. In the 
meantime Ralph will call Sam to track down this info.  

● Find out about clean heating and cooling campaign with Sustainable Putnam  



● CCA January 6th board meeting - There will be a public hearing, and then hopefully right 
after the board will adopt it. Then we can select an administrator as CCA for that time. 
(Likely Jeff, who we have previously been in contact with)  

● Benchmarking Resolution - Ralph will talk further with Anilla about this to see what we 
can do further on our own about this  

○ Ask Sherry (or Maria in finance) about the utility bills, if they’re easily accessible 
for her, and if it intersects with the Benchmarking goal  

● Clean Fleets - think we need to somehow make contact with the library to see if they’re 
going to go forward with a charging station or even a heating/energy revision there  

● When Ralph receives Anilla’s follow up email, he will send any additional action items  
● Ralph will update us on any of these conversations 

 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Sara Zadrima 


